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Since its creation, Funfaircity has focused leisure places in cities. In addition to a thematic benchmark 

on the evolution of these places, the work of the observatory has often consisted in analysing the 

leisure offer of a single city in order to understand its diversity and its organisation within the 

territory. Large international cities such as Montreal, Liverpool, Hamburg and Melbourne have thus 

been the subject of an in-depth study.

But the question posed by MAPIC 2021 now involves an extended analysis of other types of city, 

especially less populated ones. The leisure offer is therefore correlated with the specificity of a 

territory, its attractiveness and its development strategy.

An analysis proposed here on three French urban areas: Boulogne-sur-Mer, Pau and Bordeaux. 

Within each case:

    • a ‘leisure profile’ showing the current offer;

    • a mapping showing how these places are distributed in the city;

    • an interview with a local expert in territorial development;

A final synthesis will make it possible to understand the common points between these different 

territories regarding the relationship between leisure and local development.

AN OBSERVATORY FOR URBAN-BASED LEISURE
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 Boulogne-sur-Mer, 
 city of leisure? 

Population: 120,000 inhabitants. (urban area, about 20 cities)

First French fishing port, Boulogne-sur-Mer is known 
for hosting Nausicaa, the largest aquarium in Europe.  
Close to other attractive or changing cities such as 
Calais and Le Touquet, it leads development projects 
in the event or balneotherapy sectors (the treatment of 
disease by bathing in mineral springs).

Sources: Google Maps, TripAdvisor, Local Press, public 
authorities’ websites
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LEISURE PROFILE

SPORTS-LEISURE VENUES

PLACES OF PLAY AND RECREATION

HIGH-TECH LEISURE

The city’s sporting offering relies mainly on public facilities, clubs and private fitness rooms (around five, on the 
outskirts or in the city centre).
There are no indoor climbing centres or trampoline parks.
A multi-leisure complex called Evergo, 15 minutes by car from the city centre, concentrates the offer on indoor 
football and padel. This centre also has a spa, fitness and inflatable children’s play area. Evergo has a similar  
offer in Le Touquet.
We note the presence of a large public skate park on the banks of the river Liane.

There is no escape game in Boulogne-sur-Mer. The closest are in Le Touquet or Calais.
Besides the Evergo offer (see above), there is no indoor play area for children (the closest is Kids Company in Calais).  
A covered area was offered but closed.
Some associated bars and cafés include a recreation offer, kids games or board games (Marelle et Ricochet).
Note the presence of a rope course activity in the city centre (Acro-Liane).

There is no sign of location-based entertainment using virtual reality (VR), Esports or drone racing.
On the other hand, there is a car simulation site (Coach and Race, Le Portel, next to the bowling alley, see below)

Boulogne-sur-Mer

See https://funfaircity.fr/cartographie/ for more details
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CULTURAL LEISURE

OUTDOOR RECREATION

“OLD FAVOURITE” URBAN-BASED LEISURE

AQUATIC LEISURE

TEMPORARY LEISURE

Nausicaa is a powerful tourist attraction: the largest aquarium in Europe (600,000 visitors per year on average).  
It was recently extended with more exhibition spaces.
Note the exhibition The Eye of the Climate, presented as an immersive experience.
Other cultural events come from public venues.

A maritime-themed playground is planned on the Place de France (work in progress).

Boulogne-sur-Mer has:
• A casino (Golden Palace)
• A bowling alley (Opale Bowling, Le Portel, also offering karaoke)
• Two laser games: Laser Quest (Saint-Leonard) and Dark Laser (Le Portel, next to the Bowling)
• An outdoor mini-golf course in the gardens of Nausicaa

There is no karting there. The closest are in Saint-Omer (indoor) or in Berck (outdoor).
No permanent merry-go-round or Ferris wheel.

Helicéa is an aquatic communal equipment, offering a swimming pool, a fitness area and an ice rink. It is a relevant 
example of how French swimming pools are now evolving towards aqualudic centres with a variety of offerings.  
It has recently been rehabilitated (operator: S-Pass)
There is also a SPA offer in the city centre and on the outskirts.
The river Liane offers opportunities for canoe trips. There is no other recreation activity exploiting the river or the 
harbour basins.

A funfair is held in summer on the site of Eperon (unused part of the port).
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Ariane Aoun is the Economic Attractiveness Officer at Boulogne-sur-Mer Développement

FFC: Have you ever considered the metropolis from this particular point of view as a “city of leisure”? What does 
this analysis remind you of?

Personally, no. I consider our territory as a pleasant place to live and a territory of good products. We have food, 
catering and a dynamic and quality market.
This “leisure” vision is eye-opening for me. It allows us to perceive our territory and our projects differently. To draw 
inspiration from the animations and the journeys that leisure can generate.

FFC: What do you think is the essential contribution of all these places of entertainment and leisure to the territory?

Very clearly, it is a visibility of the territory and an enhancement of its identity. Boulogne-sur-Mer is well known on 
the Opal Coast but elsewhere our city is often badly located.
Today, we are proud of the link we have with the fishing industry, but we believe that it is important for us to 
promote other assets of the territory. We believe that this is essential to attract a new working population that will 
stem a decline in the overall population of the Hauts-de-France region and compensate for a large proportion of 
the retired population.
Leisure or cultural activities must participate in this change of image, which will encourage companies and 
executives to set up. It is a virtuous circle of new businesses, job creation, quality housing and then creative activity. 
In Boulogne-sur-Mer, we have renovated the banks of the river Liane to make it a nice place for walking, linking the 
TGV station to Nausicaa, for living and meeting.

FFC: How does the community support the development of leisure?

Depending on the needs of the project, we provide technical or regulatory assistance in support of the public 
procedures necessary for any project. We can work on co-financing, looking for a grant or even housing.
We work on the attractiveness of the territory by participating in fairs such as MAPIC or the ‘Salon de la Franchise’.
Our objective today is the development of our city centre, in particular our ‘upper town’ historic district and our 
cultural places.

THE INTERVIEW

The leisure offer in Boulogne-sur-Mer is rather diffuse, with a low offer in the city centre.
There is not much hub around businesses or equipment that are already attractive.

Boulogne-sur-Mer is also a city of projects:
• On the site of the Eperon (see above), event spaces (congress, third-place, concert) and a large thalassotherapy 

centre (the use of seawater in cosmetic and health treatment) are scheduled.
• Next to the casino, a Megarama multiplex movie theatre has been announced.

Boulogne-sur-Mer has a limited offer of leisure venues despite a good level aquatic centre. Nausicaa remains the 
main attraction in the city while other forms of entertainment are to be found in the surrounding towns.
Nevertheless, the city has plans for the future. And while leisure activities may find it difficult to take hold on their 
own, there could be a benefit in relying on other developments, such as the movie theatre.

URBAN ANALYSIS
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 Pau, 
 city of leisure? 

Population: 200,000 inhabitants. (agglomeration)
Pau was a landmarked destination for the “Belle Epoque” 
tourist. Nowadays it is an administrative, industrial 
and cultural capital for a vast territory. It is a balcony 
overlooking the Pyrénées with a very pleasant living 
environment that is regularly highlighted.
A detailed analysis shows that its leisure offer is important 
and in development with a nice opportunity in the city 
centre.

Sources: Google Maps, TripAdvisor, local press, public 
authorities’ websites, visit64.com
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LEISURE PROFILE

SPORTS-LEISURE VENUES

PLACES OF PLAY AND RECREATION

Sports-leisure venues are well represented in Pau. There is an indoor climbing gym (Beta Bloc) and a renowned public 
climbing wall, which belongs to the University of Pau. There are also trampoline parks (Positive Jump, Jump Academy).
Pau also offers a padel hall (Padel Factory) and several indoor football or fitness clubs (Odyssée 44, ...).
Note also on this category :

• A large multi-activity complex (Indoor 64) which offers football, pelote, squash and badminton as well as a restaurant.
• A recent outdoor Skate Park soon to be completed, with an indoor section and a BMX area.
• The Pau golf course, very close to the city centre as well as its 19th century racecourse.

The rest of the equipment then comes under public management of sports facilities. This includes beautiful 
achievements of the “Street Art” basketball court within the framework of the “Urban Amassada” project.

Pau also offers a good representation of fun and recreational activities with four escape game brands (Madness 
Escape Game, Délivrés, Toolate, Fun Room), four indoor games for children (Youpi Park, AcroJungle, Royal Kids, 
Dinopark) and a fun bar offering axe throwing and indoor pétanque (Babette Beer House).
In this category we also note the Laserland offer, a multi-activity offering Laser Game, Laser Kart, Escape Game 
(by Fun Room), Virtual Reality and Simulation.
Note also a rope course near the city (La Forêt des Vertiges).

Pau

See https://funfaircity.fr/cartographie/ for more details
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CULTURAL LEISURE

HIGH-TECH LEISURE

OUTDOOR RECREATION

AQUATIC LEISURE

TEMPORARY LEISURE

“OLD FAVOURITE” URBAN-BASED LEISURE

Pau is a city with the Art and History label and offers a very rich range of public cultural venues or event spaces 
(L’Usine des Tramways, Zenith, l’Agora, Palais Beaumont, etc.)

In addition to the VR offer offered by Laserland, there is a VR arcade in Pau (VR World), an Esports bar (Meltdown) 
and recently a site of the AviaSim simulation brand.

Pau offers many parks and outdoor spaces. Among them:
• The recent Hedas public playground, symbol of the reconquest of this place.
• Exotic Park, a zoological park with a collection of insects in particular.

Pau is well endowed with the latest generation of aquatic leisure activities. In addition to the famous multi-activity 
whitewater stadium Pau Pyrénées, there is a recent aqua centre (Stade Nautique de Pau) and a site of the Calicéo 
brand.

In Pau, the Saint-Martin funfair takes place every year in the fall not far from the city centre.
Right in the city centre, the Beaumont Palace is a space capable of hosting large events.

Pau’s “old favourite” urban leisure offer is based on a large Casino (Royal Lounge, Tranchant group), two Bowling 
alleys and a Laser Game (Laser Quest) and more of the Laser Land offer (see above, Leisure and Recreation).
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Thibault Chenevière is Deputy Mayor in charge of local trade and digital for the city of Pau

FFC: Have you ever considered the metropolis from this particular point of view of a “city of 
leisure”? What does this analysis remind you of?

This overview first of all reminds us that Pau has been a city of leisure for a long time. In particular, 
thanks to its geographical position in immediate contact with the Pyrénées mountains while remaining close to 
the ocean. The English presence in Pau has also had an influence on its leisure offer, notably through the creation 
of its golf course.
Then, this analysis shows that sport has an important place in our territory. We have very active associations and 
successful clubs in several disciplines (Section Paloise, Elan Béarnais, Pau FC, …). Finally, as you pointed out, the 
city has invested in major facilities such as the nautical centre and the whitewater stadium, which is open to the 
public when there are no competitions.
However, the map clearly illustrates the problem we have. The city centre must also have its “leisure” offer to react 
to developments on the outskirts and thus attract families there. So they’re able to explore it.
And this idea of discovery, this desire to go out, in our opinion, encourages walking and soft mobility which are 
also forms of leisure.

FFC: What do you think is the essential contribution of all these places of entertainment and leisure to the territory?

Leisure is one more tool for us to develop a “living together” approach. They are the subject of continuous 
development in order to promote our notoriety, as was the case with the skate park.
All these places mean many meeting opportunities for integration into our community and improvement of the 
quality of life.
On commercial leisure projects, the idea is simple: refocus flows in the city centre. The leisure activities allow a 
vibrant, varied and diversified centre. It is therefore more resistant to large retail parks. This is the idea of the 
Bosquets centre. Faced with a 50% vacancy and a foreign owner who was not involved, we sought to work with a 
local actor to integrate a leisure offer.

FFC: How does the community support the development of leisure?

We support the development of leisure in many ways.
First, through events creating a connection between our clubs and active leisure. We create popular animations for the 
presentation of our players to the public, for example. The notoriety of the clubs then helps to spread a culture of leisure, 
especially about sports.
We also have a touristic approach with, for example, the “Tour des Géants” route. This open-air museum is made by several 
totems inviting to discover the winners of the Tour de France using an augmented reality application on smartphones.  
We also have internal expertise for this technology.
Finally, we have projects with the extension of indoor skateboarding area and, in 2023, a large hub dedicated to augmented 
and virtual realities. It will be a space for experimentation that will be intended for professionals, schools and also the public.

THE INTERVIEW

The distribution of leisure venues in the urban area of Pau matches with the following two logics:
• In the heart of town for small-scale activities or large public facilities (aqua centre, skate park, etc.)
• With a position on the outskirts of a commercial area allowing long-distance accessibility (Lons-Lescar area, 

Route de Tarbes, along the A64 highway).

Pau is also a city of projects:

• The city offers several major urban projects gathered under the name Pau 2030. Among them, Rives du Gave 
and Plaine du Cami-Salié are seeing their leisure offer in the process of being implemented (Skate Park,  
Palais des Sports, Zénith, etc.).

• As for private and commercial projects, it is from the centre of Les Bosquets, right in the city centre, that a new 
attractive and local leisure offer can emerge. Essor, a local real estate group, has just acquired the site with a 
view to transforming it into a leisure centre.

In summary, Pau offers a wide variety of leisure activities for its population. Given the attractiveness due to its 
quality of life, there are development margins for new activities.

URBAN ANALYSIS
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 Bordeaux, 
 city of leisure? 

Population: 950,000 inhabitants. (whole urban area)

The capital of the Nouvelle-Aquitaine region is naturally 
known for its rich history, its wine heritage and for being 
very close to the Atlantic coast. But a detailed analysis 
shows that its leisure offer is very important and in full 
development.

Sources: “Un air de Bordeaux” guidebook, Google Maps, 
TripAdvisor, local press, public authorities’ websites
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LEISURE PROFILE

SPORTS-LEISURE VENUES

PLACES OF PLAY AND RECREATION

This is a particularly well represented category in Bordeaux. There are several indoor climbing gyms (Arkose, 
Climb’Up, Block’Out, Hapik), Trampoline parks (Let’s Jump, Jump Arena ...) as well as an indoor surf wave (Wave Surf 
Café). Bordeaux also has many indoor/outdoor five-a-side football (Urban Soccer) and padel (Padelshot ...) venues.  
Fitness clubs are very common and some are specialised such as Battling Club (boxing), Journey (biking) or Simiiforme 
(practice of parkour, basically an outdoor activity but there it is sheltered from bad weather).
Hoops Factory has also just opened brand new floors for Basket Ball addicts and Fullfly will soon be offering an indoor 
skydiving wind tunnel.
The Medical Sport Stadium is also a place to be noted for the pooling of its sports spaces (indoor football) between 
general public use and a health centre.
In project: two UCPA Sport Stations, sports multiplexes planned in neighbourhoods undergoing redevelopment and 
Sandspot, a concept of a leisure centre around sand sports.

Bordeaux has around 15 Escape Game brands, ranging from franchises (Escape Hunt, Prisoners, etc.) to local 
independent (Casse-Tête Bordelais, The Hostel, etc.). This is also the case for indoor play areas with the presence 
of Royal Kids or Youpi Park.
On more innovative activities, there are also the national brands Quiz Room (quiz and blind test rooms on a TV shows 
model) and Sensas (sensory experiences for groups) as well as original places designed by local entrepreneurs 
such as Face à Face, a place dedicated to friendly games and fun infused challenges.

Bordeaux

See https://funfaircity.fr/cartographie/ for more details
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As for themed experiences, we find Eventyr, a unique concept of immersive adventure inspired by the universe of 
a famous school of magic. Prison Island will soon open its indoor adventure park as well as Orbis Aventure, a new 
very immersive multi-activity space.
Finally, there are two rope courses in Bordeaux’s urban area (Tepacap, Loisirs and Aventure).

CULTURAL LEISURE

HIGH-TECH LEISURE

OUTDOOR RECREATION

AQUATIC LEISURE

TEMPORARY LEISURE

“OLD FAVOURITE” URBAN-BASED LEISURE

Bordeaux has a very large offer of places of culture. Among them, Bassins de Lumières, the immersive digital art 
centre opened in 2020 by Culturespace in the former submarine base north of the city.

Several location-based VR entertainment sites have opened, whether they are franchises (Vortex, Virtual Centre, 
Virtual Room, ...) or independent (REIV, VR Arena). We find almost all the modes of evolution from the simple 
arcade to the free roaming space. There are also two simulation venues in Bordeaux devoted either to aviation 
(Avia Sim, intelligently located in a hotel) or to the automobile (Sim Factory).
Finally, Bordeaux Metropole will soon host one of the first major Esports arenas with Esports Stadium (1,000 seats).

There are many outdoor recreation areas in Bordeaux. Note the remarkable Bourgailh park (Pessac), recently 
redeveloped and which has a set of very interesting leisure equipment: pump track, skate park, observatory tower, 
climbing block and an original wooden playground by designer David Steinfeld.
The urban area also offers many hiking and cycling routes and routes.

Bordeaux Métropole has a classic range of swimming equipment. Most of them include leisure, play and wellness areas.
The UCPA Sport Station in the Belcier district will offer a swimming pool. On the SPA side, the Calicéo brand has 
a site north of the city.
In project: the future nautical stadium of Mérignac will offer, in addition to the sports pools, large leisure areas with 
slides and splash pads. The Cascades de Lormont is another water park project.

Note that the Foire aux Plaisirs, a large fun fair, is held twice a year in the heart of the city, on the Quinconces esplanade.

Bordeaux also has in its offer a casino and many cinemas, whether multiplex or not, in the city centre and on the 
outskirts. There are also several bowling, karting and laser games. Public parks often offer a merry-go-round. And 
recently, a boat trip is once again possible on the lake in the city centre public garden.
The BAM Karaoke Box brand also has an address in the vibrant Chartrons district.
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Olivier Occelli is the Director of the tourist Office for Bordeaux urban area
Laurent Hodebar is the Director of the ‘Mission Tourism’ for Bordeaux Metropole public authority

FFC: Have you ever considered the metropolis from this particular point of view of a “city of 
leisure”? What does this analysis remind you of?

OO: Yes, recreation is now an important component for our destination. For six years we have become an office 
in charge of promoting metropolitan tourism. This represents 28 cities and no longer just one concentrated in the 
historic centre. This led us to study the offer on the outskirts and to enlarge the spectrum of activities that we 
wanted to highlight, in particular with places of leisure. On the one hand, foreign tourists mainly visit Bordeaux 
Unesco and its vineyards. On the other hand, residents are already familiar with these places and are looking for 
something new there to occupy their free time that has been growing for 20 years. In the end, this enabled us to 
work on developing local tourism well before the COVID crisis and its consequences on long distance travel.
Today, the inhabitants of our urban area and the region constitute, therefore, a full target of our marketing strategy. 
Especially those who have just moved there and want to discover it. The demand from this audience is very strong. 
Our website indeed lists a large range of places and activities, but the primary goal is above all to animate a 
community (15,000 subscribers to the Un Air de Bordeaux newsletter).
The activities put forward concern the entire metropolitan territory. The activities that are still offered downtown, 
however, continue to evolve. For example, guided tours are now also adapted to a local audience and have come 
to complete the ‘classics’ intended for foreign visitors.

LH: It’s a very rich and dense analysis. It clearly shows all the richness and diversity of our offer. It also reveals the 
full potential of urban or business tourism. We have everything to gain from offering a multiple panel of activities 
and not just one type. This is also what made it possible to move from the sole city of Bordeaux to the entire urban 
agglomeration.
To this study, however, I will add water sports equipment, on the Garonne or on the Bordeaux-Lac lake. As well as 
the great hiking and cycling routes that we create all around the metropolis.

FFC: What do you think is the essential contribution of all these places of entertainment and leisure to the territory?

OO: Leisure is as important as each of the other three pillars of our strategy, which are culture, nature and events. 
They cover a wide variety of activities, from sport to discovery. The term encompasses a lot of things and we do 
not attempt to define it. Let’s say that’s kind of all that can occupy the spare time.
However, there is a real link between economic activity on the one hand and tourism and leisure on the other.  

THE INTERVIEW

The distribution of leisure venues in the city is part of the following logics:

•  In the heart of the city for small-scale activities or more spacious activities seizing the opportunity to 
rehabilitate a retail property (Orbis Aventure dans les Passages Meriadeck).

• On spontaneous polarities like the Tatry Gallery which brings together Wave Surf Café, Prizoners (escape 
game), Arkose and Vortex VR.

• In a retailtainment dynamic for new commercial spaces (Hapik and Prison Island in the Ginko shopping district)
•  With an expressway positioning allowing long-distance accessibility (multi-activity area of the Decathlon 

Village or Esports Stadium in the Rives d’Arçins shopping centre)

The gradual transformation of the former Mérignac Soleil shopping area as well as the Saget district project (Apsys) 
should also provide a new range of leisure activities.

Despite this wide offer, Bordeaux is also a city of projects:
Tarmaq, a city of aeronautical knowledge, and NOVA, a call for projects aimed at creating urban attractions for 
200,000 annual visits. Another call for ideas is also launched for the areas of the former Submarine Base not 
occupied by Bassins de Lumières.

In summary, Bordeaux offers a large and varied urban leisure offer that is still booming despite the crisis. The 
attractiveness of the city, its quality of life and the dynamism of its economy are factors that can explain this impressive 
development. This analysis reveals a public appetite for new urban activities, a capacity for entrepreneurship and 
the emergence of increasingly qualitative leisure places and experiences.

URBAN ANALYSIS
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The consumption of leisure activities implies money for it and therefore an economically dynamic territory which 
can generate a wide variety of leisure activities. On the other hand, companies also need this type of offer and 
venues for their events. We are therefore working on this point in order to achieve this synergy.
Lastly, leisure provides a capacity for places to be more hybrid, especially retail. They create a very interesting 
dynamic to get our neighbourhoods more vibrant and remain an important source of local employment for a 
territory like ours.

LH: There are numerous contributions. A quality offer gives us a very rewarding image for a territory, whether it 
is residents or passing visitors. Relatives who come to visit residents are also an interesting audience for us. They 
do not take a hotel night but consume a lot of the leisure offer. We also believe that an offer like this offers an 
opportunity to think outside the box, to explore somewhere else.

FFC: How does the community support the development of leisure?

OO: Our Office is a French 1901 law association which brings together and supports 630 members in the hotel, 
restaurant and leisure sectors. Our members are interested in our approach to opening up internationally, but also 
in focusing on a more local audience.
The Tourist Office can nevertheless advise all projects on the relevance of their business model. In particular, 
with a strategy oriented toward corporate activities. Tourism products must be well suited, particularly in a local/
international mix. We have observed it well during this health crisis which has involved many discussions among 
the players, starting with us.
The notion of sustainability must also be present in these new offers as we have acquired in a very short time a 
support expertise on this aspect which is key for the future of our sector.

LH: The Mission Tourisme is in charge of nautical equipment and city-scale trails in soft mobility (hiking/cycling). 
We create the infrastructure which is a raw material that can be easily appropriated by the actors of leisure and 
tourism. We can be event partners or we can just help. Some of our actions, in particular the trails and the refuges 
peri-urbains (NDR: very simple urban refuges to book for a night in a group) bring notoriety and national visibility 
that finally benefits everyone.

Conclusion

This “leisure” analysis of very diverse French urban territories reveals a whole vision of their 
development strategy:

• Leisure is now a tool as important as any other in the creation of a territorial identity, in the 
search for a quality of life, to attract or animate a community of inhabitants.

• A change of scale in the perception of a territory makes it possible to embrace more numerous 
and more diversified activities. This change of scale also re-examines the notion of tourism 
between visitors and locals.

• Public strategies for recreation are twofold. On the one hand, it is investment in major equipment, 
sports or not. On the other hand, it is a cooperation with a private leisure offer whose capacity 
of attraction is necessary to boost an entire district with new flows.

• The development of a leisure offer is for a territory as much a cause and a consequence of a 
dynamic economy.

Thank you to all those interviewed for the richness of their contribution to this observatory.


